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Main Shock Mw7.5 BMKG tsunami alert 

BMKG cancel tsunami alert

BMKG press release about tsunami alert

Moment tensor is a strike-slip rupture (USGS, Geoscope)

Geoscientists describe seismotectonic context: Palu-
Koro strike-slip fault, average rate ~4 cm yr

First viral videos of tsunami (yet unverified)

Viral videos show intense surface spreading

State of the art SIC: sharp strike-slip fault rupture
in Palu with ~5 m left-lateral slip

Validation of tsunami videos by Indonesian officials
and press agencies 

Discussion about tsunami warning in the media
and answer by geoscientists
Satellite imagery shows impact of surface spreading
and liquefaction 

First InSAR interferogram covering whole rupture

Surface spreading measured with satellite imagery

Supershear rupture hypothesized 
(confirmed 10 d later)

Tide gauge record in Palu Bay now available
Complete SIC map confirms rupture onshore NE of Palu
Bay and complex fault connection across the bay

First rough satellite image correlation (SIC) showed 
strike-slip rupture  in  Palu  town

USGS tweet M7.5 earthquake in Sulawesi
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Aerial videos of surface spreading and destructions

Tide gauges showed a very weak tsunami out of Palu Bay 
but were not

  
working in the bay itself

First results of surface rupture field survey that confirm
measurements made with SIC

SIC with Landsat: rupture extends 65–85 km S of Palu

- Earthquake on Palu-Koro Fault system.
- Sharp strike-slip rupture in Palu town.
- Rupture enters bay N of Palu. 
- Aftershocks zone ~150 km in N–S 
direction, main shock at its N tip.
- Tsunami run-up of several metres in 
Palu Bay (and not out of the bay).
- Intense surface spreading and 
liquefaction.

- Earthquake ruptured two strands of 
Palu-Koro Fault system for total length of 
150km. It started at the hypocentre and 
propagated unilaterally southward, likely 
at supershear rate.
- Sharp surface rupture S of Palu Bay 
with sinistral offsets of ~5 m. Northward, 
it crosses Palu town, enters the bay to the N, 
and then steps eastward to continue inland. 
- Massive surface spreading now well 
documented from satellite imagery. 
- Tsunami waves hit Palu Bay coast a few 
minutes after earthquake. Source of  the
tsunami still unknown. Tsunami warning 
was very difficult in the case of the Palu 
earthquake.

What we know ~1 d after the earthquake

What we know ~5 d after the earthquake
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